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Bella is Latin Pop
Bella the new Beyonce of Spain

Sydney Australia, 16.06.2019, 13:36 Time

USPA NEWS - Bella is refered to as the new Beyoncé of Spain. Singer, composer, performer, model and actress.
Bella was born with music in her blood and passion in her veins and since the age of 11 Bella has dedicated herself to her artistic
preparation while touring Nationally as the leading voice of several orchestras.
With her very sultry Latina looks, tremendous staging presence she performs with her two dancers giving the wow factor to her
audience as her versatility on stage is considered by tens of thousands as the 'New Voice and rythm of Latin Pop'.

In 2015, Bella launched her second Single 'My inspiration', which was then chosen as the theme song by the organizers of the
electronic music festival of San Juan de Valladolid to promote the festival.
In 2017 Bella makes her debut with her third hit, 'Me Vuelves Loca' ( You make me crazy), which in less than 3 days reached over
100,000 views in Vevo.
From that moment Bella became a national name and Pop sensation fusing her cultural and musical roots from Italy and Romania
without following any rules when composing her own songs which all became immediate successes.

Work, perseverance and humility is what defines her and her commitment to perfection whilst remaining humble has seen Bella
repeatedly booked Nationally in multiple events and some of the biggest named music festivals in Spain sharing the stage with the
likes of Daddy Yankkee , Edwin Laureano Rosa VÃ¡zquez Ortiz, known professionally as Ã‘engo Flow a Puerto Rican singer and
songwriter. Ã‘engo Flow is one of the wealthiest reggaeton artists and had a net worth of $8 million in 2017. Bella has seen the stage
with 'Plan b', 'Farina', 'Rasel Bryant Mayers', 'Cosculluela' and the Gemeliers another Spanish sensation.

Her Number One Hits 'My inspiration', 'You Make Me Crazy', 'I'm Partying' and her recent hit ' Stay With Me' has enabled Bella to
further into her social media networks with her videos on VEVO already exceed 120,000 views.

Bella is about to release a 'MIXTAPE' album and still finalizing her collection designed to delight her ever growing audience.Bella hs
released 'Cachitos' on her Instagram @Bellaofficial.
In addition to being very active in social media networks, Bella already has collectively wowed more than 100,000 followers with her
selfies, impromptu songs to her fans and now branching into merchandise.
Her fans wait impatiently to listen to their new topics daily as her following increases.

Without a doubt, Bella will continue to revolutionize social media networks with her new methodology to social media while thousands
each week fall in love with her charismatic voice , her magazine cover beauty , Sensuality and Essence.

The music industry full of creative genius. That songwriter, that musician so focused on success that they pass up so may
opportunities without realizing it. We wish all the success to Bella and as Billy Joel once said. "Historically, musicians know what it is
like to be outside the norm - walking the high wire without a safety net. Our experience is not so different from those who march to the
beat of different drummers."
follow Bella on instagram @bellamusicofficial
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